Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies reveal that the utilization of location based services has increased with the boost in the usage of the mobile devices. Since the current location of users can be detected with the embedded sensors in the mobile devices, employing the context information to notify the users became possible. Also the demand for taxis in peak time is much higher. Increasing the taxi count is not a better idea, instead utilizing the available resources in an effective way will be a good solution for this problem. A real time taxi sharing application is been introduced which will ping the passengers as far as possible, in a time and cost efficient way both to passengers and taxis. This application excels in privacy and security related preferences. This type of car Pooling makes use of three recent technological advancements such as GPS navigation devices to determine the driver's route and arrange the shared ride, SMARTPHONES and Internet Connectivity. Voice Alert of the cab's current location will be given to the user in terms of time and distance. This application displays and provides voice recommendation of time, distance and also provides route to the user's required nearby places for the specified category such as ATM, Restaurants, Gas stations, etc. New locations can also be marked by the user privately for future references through this application.
II.
EXISTING SYSTEM In traditional location based reminder system, the user tags the location using the applications such as Google maps, Foursquare or via the embedded sensors of the Android device. Then, the user creates reminders for the tagged location and when they get closer to the location the system notifies the user. Main purpose of this application is to allow users to create reminders based on the location besides time and to notify users with those reminders automatically.But the traditional location based reminders may not be suitable if the users expect to be notified when they approach to a specific location.
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM Our system is proposed to establish software application that would be utilized by people to prepare for the journey and get the alert throughout the journey. This application will immediately alert the user with voice whenever the cab starts its journey from its location. Main function of this application is to permit users to develop suggestions based on the requirements to get aware of nearby places(ATM, hotels, bunks, etc.,) and to inform them about its location and the time taken to reach it instantly using voice alert system. This application allows the user to even pin any new landmark for their personal usage into Google maps. This GPS (Global Positioning System) based application will trigger the voice whenever device reaches a specified location. Application will get the Latitude and Longitude points on the device and will alert about the current location on Map. Application also can be merged with some information like, location of the nearest restaurants, hotels, shopping malls, etc. The Fig.1 shows the system architecture which is described using three units which are Registration and Login, Allocation of Cabs and Ride. The workflow of the Architecture has been explained below:
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V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

REGISTRATION AND LOGIN
Fig.2 : Registration
These Fig.2 and Fig.3 explains that the user registers their account into the application to initiate the ride for the first time. All registration details are stored in SQL which can also be viewed by the server. The registered users can just login into the application to start their ride and can also edit their profile if needed. One needs to enter the source and destination details in order to book a cab. .doi.org/10.24001/ijaems.3.3.24  ISSN: 2454-1311 www.ijaems.com
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The Fig.4 explains that once the User requests for the ride, the Server searches for the available cab nearby to the user and allocates the one closest to the user. The User is notified with the vehicle number, cab's current location and the time it takes to reach the source.
RIDE
The ride is followed by three modules namely, The user receives a voice alert of cab's current location which has not yet arrived to the source. The voice alert describes the distance and the time it would take to reach the user. The user can also check for the cab's location frequently, if needed.
(ii)Nearby places of Interest:
The user can search for the nearby places under the specified category and in turn receives a voice recommendation for the nearest one. The Time, Distance and the Route to reach the suggested place from the user's location through voice.
(iii)Pin new location:
The user can mark any newly found locations privately, so that they can use for the next time in order to reduce the search process again.
VI. CONCLUSION Hence we developed an efficient ride sharing application which enables the user to travel to their destinations with ease and fair subject to time, capacity and monetary constraints for both user and driver. In addition, we have also included voice recommendation (time,distance) for the required nearby places for the specified category along with the route. Moreover, the user can also pin new locations privately for their future references.
